Aspire
Life Plan

Every person and every family is unique

Who is Aspire Life Plan for?

We are all on our own personal journey through life. How we travel is shaped by our own life

It is for anyone who wants clarity about their financial capability to realise their ambitions in

experiences and the decisions we make along the way. What has happened in the past cannot be

life, and a future financial strategy to achieve their goals.

changed, but what may happen in the future is in your hands. And that’s where we come in.

Whether you are wondering if you can afford to retire today or are considering some significant

The Aspire Life Plan is a 6-step dynamic approach which is uniquely centred on the challenges

transition in your life in the future, Aspire Life Plan is for you. This approach will also identify

and opportunities that you face in your financial behaviour, goals and aspirations, which are in

the financial behaviours and actions to be taken by you, to achieve the life that you want.

turn tempered by the realities of your current assets, liabilities and risk protection strategies.
And when your life and goals change, your Aspire Life Plan changes with them.

Using the Aspire Life Plan process, we have enabled our clients to plan and achieve their own
specific goals,

The principles of the Aspire Life Plan
THE FOCUS IS ON YOU

YOUR GOALS AND AMBITIONS

This process is centred on you and helping

We help you to identify what you want to

you lead the best life that you can, through

achieve in life and develop a financial plan

wise management of your financial life.

to accomplish these goals.

ADVICE BEYOND MONEY

LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS

Our work covers a broad perspective,

We measure the relationships with

guiding you in your financial life as well as

our financial planning clients and their

other important related areas.

families in decades.
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Wise
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management of a
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How Aspire Life Plan works
The Aspire Life Plan is focused on you and your family. We build a deep understanding of your
desired future lifestyle and your present circumstances, before developing a roadmap to guide you
on your financial journey through life.
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The Aspire Life Plan process

We set about understanding

We meet with you (and

After further analysis by us,

Once you have decided on

Developing your Aspire Life

begins with a thoughtful and

your current situation in

preferably your life partner

at this second meeting our

any issues that are to be

Plan is the roadmap and

empathetic discovery of your

terms of its alignment with

too) to update you on your

research and recommended

addressed immediately,

critical first step on your

aspirations and ambitions,

your goals and aspirations,

current financial situation,

action points will be

we can take care of any

journey to achieving your

for your life and that of your

as well as any tax or legal

and your potential to achieve

summarised into your own

paperwork and broad

aspirations and goals in life.

family. This is our purpose

impacts that we believe might

your goals in life. We discuss

Aspire Life Plan. While we

administration relating to

We then travel with you on

– to help you achieve your

be relevant. We then develop

alternative objectives if

will make recommendations,

financial solutions to be

this journey by agreeing a

goals in life through careful

a detailed picture of your

needed, financial strategies

you are always the ultimate

implemented. We carefully

schedule of review meetings.

management of your finances.

financial capability, along

to be examined in detail and

decision maker. With our

ensure that all solutions are

These ensure that as your

We also gather relevant data

with a range of “What If”

any other issues you may

guidance, you decide the

executed fully and exactly

goals or circumstances

about your financial life today.

scenarios to give you options

want us to consider for you.

priority issues to be actioned,

in line with your personal

change, so does your Aspire

and those to be deferred.

preferences and requirements.

Life Plan.

IT’S ALL
ABOUT YOU

ANALYSING
YOUR POSITION

to consider.
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THE INITIAL
PLANNING
MEETING
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YOUR
PERSONALISED
Aspire Life Plan
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IMPLEMENTING
YOUR
Aspire Life Plan
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REVIEWING
YOUR
Aspire Life Plan

Your Aspire Life Plan is personal to you and will cover
some or all of the following elements:

About Aspire Wealth Management

Aspire Wealth Management was established in 2005 by Eamon Porter, one of Ireland’s most
experienced financial advisers, and has developed into one of Ireland’s leading fee-based

Personal life

Behavioural

Lifetime cashflow

planning

finance coaching

planning to ensure

of your goals

for you and your

you never run out

Our areas of expertise cover investment, retirement planning, personal and business

& aspirations

life partner

of money

protection, estate planning, divorce and widow advisory services. We also have extensive

personal financial planning businesses, based in Stillorgan Co. Dublin.

experience in financial planning challenges associated with 2nd and 3rd inter-generational
family money and with business wealth.
Gifting & estate

Comprehensive pre

planning of a tax

& post-retirement

efficient transfer of

advice and

your wealth

planning

Aspire Wealth Management places a premium on the expertise of our advisers, their
academic qualifications and professional development.
Our guiding principle is that the interests of our clients sit at the heart of all that we do.
Our sole objective is to help you to achieve your goals and aspirations in life.

Risk appropriate

Managing your

Financial

and socially

retirement income

protection for you

responsible

in a tax efficient

and your family

investing

manner

throughout life

Let us help you on your financial journey through life.

To find out more about Aspire Life Plan,
please call us at +353 1 8455827 or reserve an
appointment through our on-line booking
system at www.aspire-wealth.com/contact.

Priory House, 19 Priory Office Park, Stillorgan, Dublin A94 H7A4
+353 1 8455827 | info@aspire-wealth.com | www.aspire-wealth.com
Aspire Wealth Management Ltd trading as Aspire Wealth Management is regulated
by the Central Bank of Ireland

